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Background: Critical to providing safe, effective patient care is ensuring that communication is open and transparent among all members of the health care team. However, current evidence shows that poor communication is commonplace, contributing to medical errors and poor patient outcomes. Implementing leader rounding may improve communication and reliability. The purpose of this initiative was to create an evidence-based process for the implementation of leader rounding for high reliability at the Veterans Affairs Bedford Healthcare System in Massachusetts.

Observations: We conducted a review of medical literature from 2015 to 2022 that found little research specifically related to leader rounding for high reliability. We created a formal and interactive process to improve patient safety by increasing communication among senior leadership, interdisciplinary teams, and frontline staff.

Conclusions: Open, transparent, and bidirectional communication among all staff is critical to improving patient safety and promoting a culture of safety in health care. This initiative may be of value to other health care organizations that are working to improve patient safety. Future efforts will focus on developing a robust evaluation program to explore the impact of leader rounding for high reliability on safety outcomes.

The hospital is altogether the most complex human organization ever devised. Peter Drucker

T

he ever-changing landscape of today's increasingly complex health care system depends on implementing multifaceted, team-based methods of care delivery to provide safe, effective patient care. Critical to establishing and sustaining exceptionally safe, effective patient care is open, transparent communication among members of interprofessional teams with senior leaders. However, current evidence shows that poor communication among interprofessional health care teams and leadership is commonplace and a significant contributing factor to inefficiencies, medical errors, and poor outcomes.

One strategy for improving communication is through the implementation of leader rounding for high reliability. The concept of high reliability pertains to organizations that operate in high-risk environments for prolonged periods without serious adverse events or catastrophic failures. The overarching goal of implementation is to ensure that efficient communication exists among members of the health care team, which is essential for providing safe, quality patient care.

We describe the importance of leader rounding for high reliability as an approach to improving patient safety. Based on a review of the literature, our experiences, and lessons learned, we offer recommendations for how health care organizations on the journey to high reliability can improve patient safety.

Rounding in health care is not new. In fact, rounding has been a strong principal practice globally for more than 2 decades. During this time, varied rounding approaches have emerged, oftentimes focused on areas of interest, such as patient care, environmental services, facilities management, and discharge planning. Variations also might involve the location of the rounds, such as a patient's bedside, unit hallways, and conference rooms as well as the naming of rounds, such as interdisciplinary/multidisciplinary, teaching, and walkrounds.

A different type of rounding that is characteristic of high reliability organizations (HROs) is leader rounding for high reliability. The Veterans Health Administration (VHA) formally launched its journey to becoming an enterprise HRO in February 2019, using 3 cohorts. At the Veterans Affairs Bedford Healthcare System (VABHS) in Massachusetts, the journey commenced in 2021 as part of the third cohort. Leader rounding for high reliability is one of VHAs 4 HRO foundational practices for achieving a culture of safety (Figure 1).

Leader rounding for high reliability includes regularly scheduled, structured visits, with interdisciplinary teams to discuss high reliability, safety, and improvement efforts. The specific aim of these particular rounds is for senior leaders to be visible where
teams are located and learn from staff (especially those on the frontlines of care) about day-to-day challenges that may contribute to patient harm. Leader rounding for high reliability is also an important approach to improving leadership visibility across the organization, demonstrating a commitment to high reliability, and building trust and relationships with staff through open and honest dialogue. It is also an important approach to increasing leadership understanding of operational, clinical, non-clinical, patient experience issues, and concern related to safety. This opportunity enables leaders to provide and receive real-time feedback from staff. This experience also gives leaders an opportunity to reinforce the VHAs 3 pillars, 5 principles, and 7 values related to high reliability (Figure 2) as well as to recognize behaviors that support a culture of safety.

In preparation for implementing a leader rounding for high reliability process at the VABHS, we conducted an extensive literature review for peer-reviewed publications published between January 2015 and September 2022 regarding how other organizations implemented leader rounding. This search found a dearth of evidence as it specifically relates to leader rounding for high reliability. This motivated us to create a process for developing and implementing leader rounding for high reliability in pursuit of improving patient safety. With this objective in mind, we created and piloted a process in the fall of 2023. The first 3 months were focused on the medical center director rounding with other members of the executive leadership team to assess the feasibility and acceptability of the process. In December 2023, members of the executive leadership team began conducting leader rounding for high reliability separately. The following steps are based on the lessons we have gleaned from evolving evidence, our experiences, and developing and implementing an approach to leader rounding for high reliability.

ESTABLISH A PROCESS
Leader rounding for high reliability is performed by health care organization executive leadership, directors, managers, and supervisors. When properly conducted, increased levels of teamwork and more effective bidirectional communication take place, resulting in a united team motivated to improve patient safety. Important early steps for implementing leader rounding for high reliability include establishing a process and getting leadership buy-in. Purposeful attention to planning is critical as is understanding the organizational factors that might deter success. Establishing a process should consider facilitators and barriers to implementation, which can include high vs low leadership turnover, structured vs unstructured rounding, and time for rounding vs competing demands. We have learned that effective planning is important for ensuring that leadership teams are well prepared and ambitious about leader rounding for high reliability.

Leader rounding for high reliability involves brief 10-to-15-minute interactions with interdisciplinary teams, including frontline staff. For health care organizations beginning to implement this approach, having scripts or checklists accessible might be of help. If possible, the rounds should be scheduled in advance. This helps to avoid rounding in areas at their busiest times. When
possible, leader rounding for high reliability should occur as planned. Canceling rounds sends the message that leader rounding for high reliability and the valuable interactions they support are a low priority. When conflicts arise, another leader should be sent to participate. Developing a list of questions in advance helps to underscore key messages to be shared as well as reinforce principles, practices, behaviors, and attitudes related to high reliability (Appendix 1).

Finally, closing the loop is critical to the leader rounding process and to improve bidirectional communication. Closed-loop communication, following up on and/or closing out an area of discussion, not only promotes a shared understanding of information but has been found to improve patient safety.

Effective leader rounding for high reliability includes summarizing issues and opportunities, deciding on a date for resolution for open action items, and identifying who is responsible for taking action. Senior leaders are not responsible for resolving all issues. If a team or manager of a work area can solve any issues identified, this should be encouraged and supported so accountability is maintained at the most appropriate level of the organization.

Instrumental to leader rounding for high reliability is establishing a cadence for when leaders will visit work areas. The most critical strategy, especially in times of change, is consistency in rounding. At the start of implementation, we decided on a biweekly cadence. Initially leaders visited areas of the organization within their respective reporting structure. Once this was established, leaders periodically round in areas outside their scope of responsibility. This affords leaders the opportunity to observe other areas of the organization. As noted, it is important for leaders to be flexible with the rounding process especially in areas where direct patient care is being provided.

### Tracking

Developing a tracking tool also is important for an effective leader rounding process. This tool is used to document issues and concerns identified during the rounding process, assign accountability, track the status of items, and close the loop when completed. One of the most commonly reported hurdles to staff sharing information to promote a culture of safety is the lack of feedback on what actions were taken to address the concern or issue raised with leadership. Closed-loop communication is critical for keeping staff continually engaged in efforts to promote a culture of safety. We have found that a tracking tool helps to ensure that closed-loop communication takes place.

Various platforms can be used for tracking items and providing follow-up, including paper worksheets, spreadsheets, databases, or third party software (e.g., SharePoint,
TruthPoint Rounds, GetWell Rounds). The tracking tool should have a standardized approach for prioritizing issues.

The stoplight classification system uses color coding (Figure 3). Green represents a safe space where there are no or low safety risks and are easily addressed at the local level by the area manager with or without assistance from the leadership team rounding, such as staffing. The unit manager has control of the situation and a plan is actively being implemented. Yellow signifies that areas are at risk, but with increased vigilance, issues do not escalate to a crisis state. Yellow-coded issues require further investigation by the leadership team. The senior leader on the team designates a process as well as a person responsible for closing the loop with the area manager regarding the status of problem resolution. For example, if the unit manager mentioned previously needing help to find staff, the area manager would suggest or take steps to help the unit manager. The area manager is then responsible for updating the frontline staff. Red-coded issues are urgent, identifying a state of crisis or high risk. Red issues need to be immediately addressed but cannot be resolved during rounds. Senior leaders must evaluate and make decisions to mitigate the threat. A member of the leadership team is tasked with following up with the area manager, typically within 24 hours. A staffing crisis that requires executive leadership help with identifying additional resources would be coded red.

The area manager is responsible for closing the loop with frontline staff. As frontline staff became more comfortable with the process, we observed an upward trend in the number of reported issues. We are now starting to see a downward trend in concerns shared during rounding as managers and frontline staff feel empowered to address issues at the lowest level.

Measuring Impact
Measuring the impact is a critical step to determine the overall effectiveness of leader rounding for high reliability. It can be as simple as requesting candid feedback from frontline staff, supervisors, managers, and service chiefs. For example, 4 months into the implementation process, the VABHS administered a brief staff survey on the overall process, perceived benefits, and challenges experienced (Appendix 2). Potential measures include the counts of leaders rounding, total rounds, rounds cancelled, and staff members actively participating in rounds. Outcomes that can be measured include issues identified, addressed, elevated, and remaining open; number of extended workdays due to rounds; staff staying overtime; and delays in patient care activities. Other measures to consider are the effects of rounding on staff as well as patient/family satisfaction, increase in the number of errors and near-miss events reported per month in a health care organizations' patient safety reporting system, and increased engagement of staff members in continuous process improvement activities. Since the inception of leader rounding for high reliability, the VABHS has seen a slight increase in
the number of events entered in the patient safety reporting system. Other factors that may have contributed to this change, including encouragement of reporting at safety forums, and tiered safety huddles.

DISCUSSION
This initiative involved the development and implementation of a leader rounding for high reliability process at the VABHS with the overarching goal of ensuring efficient communication exists among members of the health care team for delivering safe, quality patient care. The initiative was well received by staff from senior leadership to frontline personnel and promoted significant interest in efforts to improve safety across the health care system.

The pilot phase permitted us to examine the feasibility and acceptability of the process to leadership as well as frontline staff. The insight gained and lessons learned through the implementation process helped us make revisions where needed and develop the tools to ensure success. In the second phase of implementation, which commenced in December 2023, each executive leadership team member began leader rounding for high reliability with their respective department service chiefs. Throughout this phase, feedback will be sought on the overall process, perceived benefits, and challenges experienced to make improvements or changes as needed. We also will continue to monitor the number of events entered in the patient safety reporting system. Future efforts will focus on developing a robust program of evaluation to explore the impact of the program on patient/family satisfaction as well as safety outcomes.

Limitations
Developing and implementing a process for leader rounding for high reliability was undertaken to support the VABHS and VHA journey to high reliability. Other health care organizations and integrated systems might identify different processes for improving patient safety and to support their journey to becoming an HRO.

CONCLUSIONS
The importance of leader rounding for high reliability to improve patient safety cannot be emphasized enough in a time where health care systems have become increasingly complex. Health care is a complex adaptive system that requires effective, bidirectional communication and collaboration among all disciplines. One of the most useful, evidence-based strategies for promoting this communication and collaboration to improve a culture of safety is leader rounding for high reliability.
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APPENDIX 1 Sample Questions to Ask Staff

Do you have any safety concerns?

What additional resources/tools/equipment are needed to perform your job?

What new ideas do you have to improve processes or enhance patient safety?

Can you help me understand what barriers you are experiencing?

What are some examples of how high reliability organization principles have been demonstrated in your work area?

What feedback, if any, have you heard from staff, patients, and families about aspects of care or services provided?

Are there any staff members you would like to recognize for their outstanding work to promote a culture of safety?

APPENDIX 2 Feedback From Staff

Having leadership physically in the space is very beneficial. The increased visibility of leadership and opportunity for staff to directly share opinions, concerns, and congratulations is good. The visits are usually brief so don’t interfere with clinic operations or put too much stress on staff. Advance notice is good so that thoughts can be organized, and the most pressing or impressive topics covered efficiently. The conversation often leads to background issues being raised and small problems solved before they become big problems.

EO, Chief, Audiology and Speech Pathology

I find it remarkable that leadership is more in contact with staff in a way that allows them to not only connect and hear what issues need to be addressed, but also what is going well, so that they can ensure it continues to go well or become even better. I believe leader rounding for high reliability strengthens relationships with staff and frontline managers, fostering and influencing greater trust in leadership among all levels of staff.

MP, Nurse Manager of an inpatient unit

I trust in the process of leader rounding. Our voices are heard and acknowledged with sincerity. The answers always come back with truth and in a non-sugar-coated way. I believe this approach promotes healthy communication between leadership and other staff. Staff are not as apprehensive about coming forward to report, admit errors, or suggest improvements. Previously, the majority concluded that their thoughts and opinions didn’t matter. Now they know that when something is brought up, it gets addressed in a timely manner.

RH, Supervisory Medical Support Assistant